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Critical phenomena in statistical physics are mathematically singular behaviors of 
physical quantities as a function of thermodynamic variable at a critical point. Near the 
critical point, the singular behaviors are characterized by scaling laws. Although the 
critical point is non-universal, the scaling exponents are universal for any materials (or 
models) if they are in the same universality class. Understanding of physical or 
mathematical mechanism for the emergence of universality was one of the central topics 
in physics in 1960’s and, currently, is a highlight in the master course in physics. 

P. G. de Gennes noticed a deep analogy of this thermodynamic problem with scaling 
that appears in polymer physics, after he understood a preprint written by K.G. Willson. 
As a result, two papers, one by Willson and the other by de Gennes were published on 
February 28, 1972. This day revolutionized physics, specifically, the history of statistical 
physics and that of polymer physics, at the same time, leading to two separate Nobel 
prizes in 1985 and 1991. 

In the first part of the lecture, we give a brief overview on physical understanding of 
critical phenomena and its relation to polymer physics. In the second part, we give two 
more analogies with the thermodynamic problem [1]. One is associated with the dynamics 
of bubble breakup, a topological transition of the shape [2]. The other appears in a 
mechanical transition when kirigami, a paper with cuts of a certain pattern, is extended 
[3]. We hope the audience will enjoy analogy in physics, from the three examples, which 
are all seemingly quite different but share common features! 
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